INTRODUCTION
exterior world, by speaking, walking, etc., it is possible to come out from our prayer." 3) Ecstasy: here "the Divine action has a considerable force, and all outside communications with the senses are interrupted, or almost entirely so. Thus we are no longer capable of any movements, such as are voluntary at least, nor are we able to come out of our prayer at will." 4) The Spiritual Marriage (transforming union): here there is almost a permanent union with God, even in the midst of exterior occupations, and this in such a manner that these two different operations do not interfere with one another. There is also a transformation of the higher faculties in their mode of operation (hence the name of transforming union). Finally, in this union there is generally a permanent intellectual vision of the Blessed Trinity, or some Divine attribute.
3
In the light of these descriptions we might with J. de Guibert, S.J., define infused contemplation as "a contemplative prayer in which a simplification of the intellectual and affective acts in the soul results from a Divine action which surpasses, or even sometimes, contradicts that which would be produced by the simple causes of a psychological order when they are at work." 
5
In these and other works of his, he has 3 Poulain, S.J., Graces of Interior Prayer, 6th Ed., London, 1911, pp. 54, 283. Poulain's book is truly a monumental work when it comes to description. Besides this work, one might profitably consult Garrigou-Lagrange, Les trots ages de la vie interieure, Paris 1938, Vol. 2, pp. 56-59, 482-497, 400-410, 681-708; Tanquerey, The Spiritual Life, pp. 667-697, nn. 1420-1481. Of course for further study, the works of Saint Teresa, Saint John of the Cross, and Saint Francis de Sales should be consulted. It is beyond the scope of this article to give anything more than the barest essentials of infused contemplation. We rather suppose an acquaintance with this subject.
^Etudes de Theologie Mystique p. 25. I will append here also his definition of contemplation in general, and acquired contemplation (the prayer of simplicity) to bring out the proper contrasts between these states. "Contemplation or contemplative prayer is a mental prayer in which our soul is elevated and united to God by an intellectual gaze and volitional adherence, both entirely simple, with the result that reasoning and a multiplicity of thoughts and affections are excluded." And "acquired contemplation is a contemplative prayer in which a simplification of intellectual and affective acts results by a simple play of the psychological laws from our personal activity aided by grace." p. 25. GarrigouLagranges's definition stresses the theological side of contemplation. It is: Infused contemplation is "a loving knowledge of God, which is not the fruit of human activity aided by grace, but of a special inspiration of the Holy Ghost." {Christian Perfection and Contemplation, p. 46) One could scarcely suggest a better work in English on this entire subject than the Introduction {After-thoughts, 75 pages long) of Western Mysticism by Dom Cuthbert Butler, London, 1927. Tanquerey*s treatment, op. cit. 1558-1570, is also very clear. Perhaps, no modern author has discussed this problem with greater zeal and length than Garrigou-Lagrange, O. P.
7
This work has gone through eleven editions in the French and it has been translated into various languages.
SDom Cuthbert Butler, O.S.B., Western Mysticism, p. xxi. 9 With regard to the individual and proximate call to infused contemplation there is no great divergence of opinion. Of this Garrigou-Lagrange writes: "It is certain that all holy souls are not called in an individual and proximate fashion to infused contemplation." Of this latter call he further writes: "Finally the individual and proximate call can be sufficient and remain sterile on account of our negligence, or on the contrary, it is efficacious and it is such in different ways: either to conduct us effectively to the lower grades of contemplation or to raise us to the very highest ones." {Les trots ages de la vie 'tnthienre, Vol. 2, pp. 415-433). on which there is a complete agreement. In the light of these, we will see these two schools are not so far apart, even though they have a few fundamental differences.
10
The following are points on which they all agree: 1) Actual sanctity of a soul is measured by the amount of sanctifying grace which it possesses, and by the perfection of the life which it lives, joined to an ever more complete dominion of theological charity over all the acts of our lives. There are by no means two kinds of theological charity and thus as a consequence there are not two species of sanctity.
2) To reach a high degree of sanctity and perfection, special graces are necessary. They must be more abundant and more stimulating than those which suffice for an ordinary good life or for simple perseverance in grace joined to the graces necessary to ensure the latter. The recipient of these extraordinary graces on the other hand must ever more and more show a greater docility to correspond with these graces with the result that the life of grace completely rules all the actions of his life.
3) One of the effects of this life of grace in a holy soul will be an ever greater union of its mind and will with God. Finally this union will become habitual. Joined to this there will be also an ever greater penetration of the supernatural truths and mysteries of our faith. 4) Thus, as a result there is no sanctity without a life of fervent, deep, and ever-increasing prayer, be it mental, vocal, ejaculatory, or contemplative. 5) Nor is there sanctity without an intimate and rigorous purification of the soul. For this purification personal efforts, even the most generous, will not suffice, but God must intervene by means of interior and exterior trials which are adapted to the special needs of each soul. And thus we have something similar to the nights of Saint John of the Cross.
6) The very highest possible sanctity is perfectly consonant without those gifts which all term extraordinary as visions, revelations, internal locutions, ecstasies, levitation, stigmatization, etc. There was a time, especially in the 16th century, when such an agreement did not exist. 7) Infused contemplation is a very notable factor in sanctifying those souls to whom God has given it. Thus, in itself it is most desirable. There may be a difference of opinion on the opportuneness of exciting such a desire in all souls on account of certain disadvantages it may bring about. As any other means of sanctification, it can be desired and prayed for under certain conditions.
8) The term infused contemplation is used or applied to those forms of prayer described by Saint Teresa in the last three mansions of The Interior Castle. Many authors understand this term also to apply to the prayer of quietude described in the Fourth Mansion, and even to the prayer of sim- 10) Both schools admit that there is some continuity between acquired prayer and infused contemplation. Surely fundamentally there is an essential continuity and unity in the spiritual life insofar as charity, the bond of perfection, remains the same in spite of its continual progress in via ad patriam. Nor is this latter continuity or unity in any way impaired by any Divine gifts of any kind, be they internal or external, which God may give to strengthen this charity. 12 11) There is a tendency in both schools to admit that infused contemplation differs specifically, and not merely in degree (in intensity) from the states of prayer prior to it. 13 12) Infused contemplation is usually per se and primarily granted for one's holiness, and secondarily that others may be urged on to a greater love of God. 14 13) All or nearly all authors agree that God grants the gift of infused contemplation when and in the way he wishes, and therefore, sometimes even to beginners, although this latter is very rare. All admit, too, that direction, temperament, external surroundings, vocation, etc. are important factors in the reception of this gift. 
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14)
With every increase in sanctity, there is also a proportionate increase in the gifts of the Holy Ghost. Likewise, it seems that the graces which make infused contemplation possible, are largely caused by the gifts of the Holy Ghost, especially by the gift of understanding and wisdom. 16 15) Our present supernatural life is not only a way and preparation to our future glory which we merit here below, but it is in some sort of way the beginning of that future life, insofar as by faith we now in obscurity truly possess the Blessed Trinity whereas in patria we will clearly see and possess the triune God. The charity which we have now, will be the same in termino. It unites us now to God by the bonds of friendship. 17 16) Infused contemplation, especially in its higher degrees as the spiritual marriage, gives to the soul a state similar in some sort of fashion to the state which it will have in termino, insofar as some of the veils which hide from it the face of God, are brushed aside and insofar as it, too, on account of its purgations is better prepared to enter heaven immediately after death without the necessity of suffering in purgatory.
18
17) It cannot be proved that holy souls (saints) have not at least had transitory touches or passing graces which belong to the contemplative type. And much less can it be proved that there has never been a soul who being perfectly united to God, was without them.
19
18) The way of infused contemplation is a normal way to high sanctity insofar as it does not place the soul outside of the ordinary laws of the spiritual life or contrary to the usual kinds of graces. However, I am thoroughly convinced that this is laying too much stress on something which followers of the other school will not admit. Of course, if one answers in the affirmative to the two points of difference mentioned above as Garrigou-Lagrange does, it is easy to see that the continuity or compenetration between asceticism (acquired prayer) and mysticism (infused contemplation) is more real. It will not be out of place here to quote one of the typical defenders of the other school, Mgr. Farges:
"Does this mean that we erect an impassible barrier between the two [the passive ways of mysticism and the active or semi-active ways of asceticism and of acquired contemplation]? Not at all, for there is no hiatus in the works of God, but continuity is conjoined with hierarchy of species. The total passiveness of contemplation is only a final stage of the partial passiveness which is common to the gifts of the Holy Ghost. The ascetic ways are, then, a preparation for the mystical ways, if God will lead us in them."
But if mysticism is a continuation of asceticism, are we to conclude that it is the normal term of perfection and of the spiritual life, and therefore that we are all called thereto?
25
I have already in some sort of fashion indicated what positions these two schools of thought take. Among those who hold 1) that there is a general remote call to infused contemplation and 2) that infused contemplation is normally necessary for high (heroic) sanctity, are to be ans, are divided, is this: is the gift of infused contemplation necessary to reach a high degree of sanctity? Or better: is it possible for anyone to arrive at a high degree of sanctity without this gift? Or still better, with the view of distinguishing more clearly the real problem from a question of vocabulary, does it happen as a matter of fact {en fait) that souls reach high sanctity without those gifts of infused contemplation which correspond in substance to the last three mansions of Saint Teresa?" In a foot note Fr. de Guibert explains what he means by en fait {as a matter of fact): "Here we can abstract from the question as to whether this gift is a necessary means by the very nature of things, or simply that God has freely decided to give it to all souls advancing to it. The real problem is then, that whatever be its exact nature, does there exist en fait a bond un lien between sanctity and infused contemplation?" (p. 124). Lamballe devotes an entire chapter (chapter 2) in his book, Mystical Contemplation, to this subject; he concludes as follows: "Let us, then, unhesitatingly draw our conclusion: Contemplation is the normal goal of the spiritual life." (p. 98). In the following text he tries to show the necessity of contemplation for sanctity: "If we would have indisputable examples of the highest sanctity, we must go to the great Christians who have been beatified or canonized by the Church, though they were not martyrs. Were all of them contemplatives? Yes; all those whose history is known possessed mystical gifts in such a high degree that they burst forth in spite of them, however much care they took to dissimulate them, and this has been capable of historical proof." (p. 93).
29 "On the contrary, the law of Providence on the growth and development of grace being granted, we can say in the case of a given subject, that he has passed a certain point to which he can attain by his human exercise of virtue and supernatural gifts, there will be no more regular and normal progress for him, except by the path of passivity." In a foot note he explains this providential law with great profundity as follows: "This providential law consists in this: that man progresses by his victories over self-love, gaining more and more on his self-love for the advantage of his love of God, so that his selflove ends, if not by dying, at least in being separated from that inaccessible term by only a negligible distance. One can see that the continuous heroism implied in such a conquest growing more and more complete, and more and more stable, will not be able to maintain itself beyond a certain point, given human weakness, unless by means of the inappreciable help furnished by contemplative love. It is not a question of physical, but of moral impossibility. This moral impossibility will appear at various points of growth, according to the vigour of natural temperament and character, the relative richness of the individual's sentiments and intellectual resources, and degree of abundance of external supports, etc. But since in all men there exists the weakness inherent in fallen nature, it is evident that in every case moral forces have a practical limit, and contemplation and an increasing contemplation may well be needed to surpass and advance beyond it. " Contemplative Prayer, New York, 1927, p. 22. 80 " [Contemplative activity] ought to be, even in its higher grades, something else than a series of brilliant episodes. It ought to indicate a flowering relatively rare, still normal, of the ordinary life of grace. On this point and whatever may be the case (the truth) of a universal call to contemplation, the insistence of P. Garrigou-Lagrange, O.P., appears to me to be entirely justified. It is an echo of a tradition most authentic and it scarcely finds any opponents today." {Nouvelle Revue Theologique, 1929, vol. 56, p. 182) 81 It is in place here to propose briefly the arguments which the proponents of this school bring forth to defend their position. Since Father GarrigouLagrange is at present the outstanding defender of this theory, we will let him speak for himself. After devoting about forty pages on the call to mystical contemplation, in the course of which he explains extensively his theories as well as arguments to back them up, he synopsizes his three principal arguments in the following words:
"The three principal reasons we adduced for affirming the general and remote call are: 1) The radical principal of the mystical life is the same as that of the common interior life, the grace of the virtues and the gifts; 2) In the progress of the interior life, the purification of the soul cannot be complete without the passive purifications, which belong to the mystical order; 3) The mystical life is the normal prelude to the beatific vision, the goal of the life of grace." "If mystical contemplation is brought about by the exercise oi the gifts of the Holy Spirit, then we must conclude that its existence depends on the divine initiative, and that any violent effort on our part to provoke it would be to no purpose. But there is another excess, so to say occurring frequently enough, and which takes its rise from the fact that many souls have been erroneously instructed in these matters. They for their part look at contemplation as a closed paradise, a promised land for a few rare privileged souls. This is by no means the teaching of Saint Thomas. According to him, every Christian soul can aspire to the mystical life; and if one disposes oneself properly, God normally intervenes to elevate such a person to that state." (p. 62) And again: "Saint Thomas goes further still. He is not merely contented to permit one to aspire to contemplation. To his mind it is a duty to tend to it in the measure that it is a duty to tend to perfection. For mystical contemplation forms a body with Christian perfection. It is, he says, in the case of perfect and saintly souls, the normal prelude of heavenly bliss and a foretaste of the beatific vision." {ibid., p. 65) I might mention here that of all the arguments which the members of this school propose, the argument of Pere de la Taille, S.J., 37 appeals to me more than any other, since the others are much controverted. It seems to be inherent in man to desire to move ahead. Stagnation is a tremendous trial to anyone, and this is especially true in the matter of mental prayer. The great and continual heroism which is required in dying to self and living only for God and His designs over a period of years, seems to demand a corresponding solace or new strength gotten by advancement in prayer, and this prayer would, of course, be infused contemplation as opposed to acquired prayer. Such at least, would seem to be the import of de la Taille's reasoning. In his incomparable way in a long letter to Father Bainvel S.J., Father de la Taille develops this same idea from the standpoint of grace. I would be tempted to insert the entire letter, if space permitted. However, I will give here a rather long quotation from it because it is really very enlightening:
"Ordinary grace (understanding by this word non-mystical grace) by definition, never does anything but utilize the means and the resources of our human psychological make-up by supernaturalizing them. But in every man, the psychological make-up has limited means and resources, whether there is question of the actual sum of his affective and mental dispositions or of his potential dispositions in reserve. When there is question of passing beyond the limits accessible to his total of forces, even when they are supernaturalized, (that is, when the struggle of charity against self-love reaches that point where the maximum human resources of a definite individual are brought to bear, and when it is necessary to go still further, and to gain more and more over his self-love for the advantage of God and of His kingdom) then it is necessary, normally, for the Divine action to bring to bear something more than purely human elements, and consequently arouse new and ultra-human states of soul. This amounts to the same thing as saying that ordinary grace must give way to mystical or contemplative grace. Once again, the limit of these two confines is not the same for every individual: it varies from one individual to another according to their temperament, their character and exterior circumstances. But can it be denied that this limit exists somewhere for every man? We would have to 87 This argument i* given in foot-note no. 33. suppose for this that the human apparatus has infinite potential energy, which is unbelievable, and even impossible. Do you say that grace supplies the insufficiency of nature? Again ordinary grace (taken in the sense given above) only supernaturalizes the means borrowed from nature; it only steers our affections and our tendencies toward the final end and bathes them in a Divine element which carries them there. It elevates what we have acquired, brings out what was still latent in our reserve; elevating alone in the first case, elevating and fortifying in the second; but in the one as in the other, utilizing the elements of nature; here adorning with its reflection the moral forces at our disposal, there stirring up those which the unexplored recesses of the soul concealed. If grace is compared not only with everything which we have at present, [with psychological assets], but with the sum-total of everything which we have actually and potentially, then we must say that it does not increase the moral forces of our nature (above their natural value). It increases them only by comparison with our moral state at the moment. This is meant of ordinary grace, and not, evidently, of contemplative grace, which latter utilizes resources which are foreign and superior to nature. It is on this account that it increases our moral forces by comparison with the ensemble of our psychological resources, whether they be actual or potential. And this is why it will go beyong the point where ordinary grace must fall short, at least normally and regularly ... In resume, outside the case of a miracle which springs from extraordinary providence, contemplation is required to elevate man beyond the limits which his moral force can attain. These limits are variable according to the individual, but real in each one, and consequently destined to be surpassed by whoever shall have attained them, under pain of no longer progressing in the way of grace and sanctity otherwise illimited . . ."
88
Some of the leading authorities of the other school, which denies the general remote call to infused contemplation and the moral necessity of the latter for heroic sanctity, are de Guibert, S.J., 89 
39
"Although it seems to be an ordinary fact that generous souls do not reach perfection unless God grant them some touches or brief communications of those graces which are proper to infused contemplation, nevertheless, the path or state of infused contemplation is not the only normal way to perfect charity. And therefore, any grade of sanctity is within the reach of souls without travelling this path in any habitual way." {Theol. Spir. Asc. et Mys., p. 381).
40
See Mystical Phenomena, ch. 14: "Is Infused Contemplation Accessible to all?" He denies this and he devotes several pages (pp. 299-310, 638-640) to prove his contention. One of his typical passages runs: "The only universal call, therefore, is that to the blessed Poulain's school feels that it represents a continual tradition for at least two hundred years. Of course, it realizes that modifications and refinements have been made necessary with further progress in the theology of the gifts and better psychological description on the part of mystics. One strong argument in its favor seems to be the fact that many, many holy souls after several years of a life well spent, do not enjoy infused prayer. 45 contemplation of heaven, and sanctifying grace in our souls is already the germ of this glory, semen gloriae, but its blossoming before the time and the anticipation of heaven on earth through passive contemplation cannot be other than a gratuitous privilege. Moreover, the facts are there to deny the opposing thesis. Benedict XIV, like Saint Teresa, teaches us that all the saints are not contemplatives, and that a great number have been so only in a passing way or by exception. Now just as one or two swallows do not make a summer, so one or two ecstasies do not make a contemplative life, and are not enough to characterize a saint. Etc." (p. 640). See also pp. 223, 225. 
43
"In my opinion, to put forward the theory that the heights of contemplation are accessible to all, there must be a lack of the most elementary notion of what constitutes mystical contemplation. It is so much so that it is difficult to believe that the idea of our opponents is really what we understand or think we understand it to be.*' These words Farges was authorized to reproduce in Mystical Phenomena, p. 639. 44 In his Introduction to the Mystical Life, p. 20, he writes: "We pause here to answer a very natural question, viz., To what degree is mystical contemplation accessible to us? Can we reach up to it by ourselves, endeavor to attain it? As regards simple contemplation, the endeavour is lawful; it does not exceed the limit of power available to souls with the ordinary help of grace. Is it the same with mystical contemplation? No; this latter must always be the result, not of our personal energy, but of the Divine munificence." This author is a great follower and admirer of both Poulain and Alvarez de Paz. 45 
